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INTRODUCTION
Novelty and relevance of the problem. Today we are living in a
postmodernist era, when many values are in a jumble, and humans struggle
to regain their spiritual equilibrium. Enhancement of young peoples cultural
values, their involvement in cultural and artistic activities become increasingly
acknowledged as a sphere of utmost importance that must be considered
as one of essential educational functions. In times when mass culture thrives,
aesthetical education becomes especially important. It is increasingly related
with the fostering of an inspired personality who has a subtle sense of
beauty and is capable to realize it in everyday life. The world of aesthetical
phenomena is not linked with specific activities only, but it also includes
visually perceived reality (A. Gaiþutis, 1988; A. Haapala, 1999; J. Lang,
1987; V. Matonis, 2000, 2002; J. Mureika, 1981; J. L. Nasar, 1997). The
aesthetical perception of environment grants meaning and specific quality
to everyday life. Abilities to reason, create, perceive and select independently
become ever more required in the rapidly changing, increasingly competitive
and information-loaded world of the 21st century.
Environment is variously characterised in scientific literature: it is defined
as a derivative of diverse phenomena (J. Lauþikas, 1997); the conditions of
human life and activities (A. Juodaitytë, 2002; I. Leliûgienë, 1997); a system
of natural and social surroundings that comprises material civilization and
spiritual culture (W. Ning, 2001); a totality of natural, geographical, climatic,
cultural, social conditions within which a group of humans live and with
which interact (A. Berleant, 1997; A. Haapala, 1999; V. Targamadzë, 1999);
a factor that non-expediently cultivates, educates, and forms personality
(M. Barkauskaitë, 2001; L. Jovaiða, 2001; D. M. Kowalczyk, 2000), and
so on. The influence of environment on personality and human awareness
of it in pedagogical, psychological, sociological, philosophical and aesthetical
aspects is analysed both by Lithuanian (A. Maceina, 1990; V. Sezemanas,
1970; S. Ðalkauskis, 1992; L. Ðepetys, 1978; J. Vaitkevièius, 1981;
J. Vanagas, 1992 and others) and foreign (A. Ataov, 1998; S. C. Bourassa,
1991; A. Carlson, 2001; R. Kaplan and S. Kaplan, 1989; J. L. Nasar, 1997,
1994, 1988; Ë. Ï. Ïå÷êî, 1999; Ã. Ñ. Òàðàñêèíà, 1999 and others)
authors. As the role of art gained importance in developing the perception
of values and creativity, propagating cognitive powers of intellect, and
enforcing motivation of learning as well as overcoming negative emotions
that occur in the process of learning (J. Davis, H. Gardner, 2000; A. Gaiþutis,
1989; J. I. Goodlad, 2000; R. Smith, 2000), many centres of artistic education
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in European countries, USA and Canada intensified their activities. There
were conducted various researches that revealed the impact of aesthetical
environment and school environment on motivation of schoolchildren
learning, their achievements and on their and their teachers opinion about
school (R. Becker, 1992; S. R. Eastman, 2001; E. Jago, K. Tanner, 1999;
E. Osborne, 2000); interrelationship of aesthetical and multicultural education
(B. Simpson, 1994), aesthetics of environment, ethics (A. Haapala, 1999;
È. Kalenda, 2002) and ecology (A. Berleant, 1997; R. Makarskaitë, 2001;
A. E. Virtanen, 2000). Separate elements of environment as a factor
influencing the development of personality were explored by
D. M. Kowalczyk (2000) and G. Grigaliûnaitë (2004).
The importance of visual culture is emphasized in an emerging postmodernist society; besides, visual characteristics are regarded as an extremely
important educational means in achieving various social, cultural, and
educational goals. The word visual means received through sight, a direct
observation of objects, phenomena, or processes* . Through visual
perception of environment humans experience various aesthetical emotions.
The visual quality of environment reflects the spiritual culture of society,
shapes aesthetically attractive cultural landscape, and cultivates traditions
of environmental adjustment that create unique surroundings of our living
place. The link between society and environment is getting stronger, and
the visual quality of environment becomes an important factor. The visual
quality is objective and can be measured; but the aesthetical quality is a
product of evaluation determined by cultural background and personal
features. Thus the notion of visual environment encompass our physical
surroundings discrete objects of which, perceived through sight, belong to
the category of aesthetical objects, and quality of these surroundings depends
on subjective criteria of evaluation.
In the contemporary context of globalisation and multicultural trends, a
rapidly changing environment requires from us not only a simple adaptation,
but the maintenance of positive, creative, inseparable from aesthetical,
relationship as well. Relationship between personality and the world begins
from attitude that is an instrumental way of evaluation of environment and
determines individuals reaction to the environmental changes. Tenaciously
cultivated relationships and attitudes towards the environment, the objects
* Tarptautiniø þodþiø þodynas / sud. A. Bendorienë, V. Boguðienë, E. Dagytë [ir kt.]. 
Vilnius: Alma littera, 2003, p. 782.
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of art and the values they represent in due course develop into persons
value-oriented convictions that form the core of personality. The attitudes
stabilization begins in adolescence, when their outlines, together with personal
self-actualization, become more distinct.
Analysis of Lithuanian and foreign scientific publications has revealed
many cases of research in multiple aspects of formation, cultivation and
ascertainment of various attitudes: V. Schoroðkienë (2001) analysed the
impact of creative text exercises on changes of schoolchildren creative
attitudes; J. Ruðkus (2000) disclosed relationship among specialised teachers
social attitudes, pedagogical interaction, and socialisation at school;
J. Ðaèkutë (2003) studied the process of cultivation of civic attitudes;
E. Martiðauskienë (2003) analysed the significance of mind-setting attitudes
to spiritual development among teenagers; M. Barkauskaitës (2001)
research revealed discrepancy between teenagers value-oriented attitudes
and changes in education process. Yet the demand for basic analytical studies
on formation of aesthetical attitudes in visual environment is not satisfied.
No comprehensive researches were carried out in order to disclose the
factors of visual environment that are essential for correction of the aggregate
of aesthetical attitudes in educational process, or to evaluate conditions
under which the visual environment participates in formation of
schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes and is activated as an educational factor.
The programmes of Lithuanian schools of general education emphasize
that the most important goal of art education is the general competence in
arts and aesthetics that creates conditions for a pupils meaningful selfexpression; realization of individual creative preferences; apprehension of
the past and present world treasures of artistic and aesthetic expression;
active, effective and imaginative participation in social and cultural life;
enrichment ones own existence with art and beauty (2002, p. 324). Thus
the education should not be detached from environment, including the
influence of visual surroundings as well. It is important to evaluate the
distinctive features of both personal experiences of operating in the
environment, and of environment as a factor. The harmonisation of these
features might be a precondition for the analysis of visual environment as a
schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes forming factor. This would facilitate
the accomplishment of the main task of the school: to develop pupils
personalities, their aesthetical attitudes, and, finally, their basic competences.
The goal of the research is to disclose the significance of the visual
#

environment for the development of aesthetical attitudes of VIX grade
schoolchildren.
The object of the research  the aesthetical attitudes towards visual
environment of the VIX grade schoolchildren.
The hypothesis of the research. The visual environment is an effective
educational factor in development of schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes
that should be exploited in case of necessity to correct them in pedagogical
or cultural processes.
The tasks of the research:
1. To analyse the pertinent theories of environment aesthetics, the distinct
features of aesthetic relationship with visual environment, and to
ground theoretically the preconditions for development of
schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes.
2. To elaborate the concept of visual environment.
3. To establish the operational factors of schoolchildren aesthetical
attitude towards visual environment.
4. To analyse the characteristic features of pupils aesthetical attitudes.
5. To determine the ways of consolidating the aesthetical attitudes of
schoolchildren towards visual environment.
Theses defended in the dissertation:
• Aesthetical attitudes are formed by means of enticement and
correction (in aesthetical sense) of relationship with objects of visual
environment.
• The visual environment as a form representing unity between natural
and artificially created surroundings is a precondition for activation
of relationship with objects of visual environment and to influence
the aesthetical attitudes.
• The activity of aesthetising the environment is a way to consolidate
and adjust the aesthetical attitudes of the schoolchildren.
The methods applied in the research:
1. Theoretical: analysis of philosophical (aesthetical, ethical),
psychological, pedagogical and other pertinent to the subject of the
$

work literature; system and comparative analysis and generalization of
the official documents circulating in educational system, the
methodological literature for secondary schools, and Internet data bases.
2. Empirical: the fact finding research (closed-type interviews and
questionnaires for schoolchildren), the pilot research (closed-type
interviews with teachers), qualitative and quantitative analysis of the
obtained data.
3. Methods of mathematical statistics: nominal and range scales,
correlative analysis, application of xi squared criterion, measures of
causal relationship of two dichotomic variables (contingency
quotient). The research data were processed with the computer
software package SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences).
The theoretical basis of the research
The research was prepared according to the assertions of the Concept
of education in Lithuania (1992) and the programmes of Lithuanian schools
of general education (2002). The aim of disclosing significance of visual
environment for the evolution of schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes was
based on the philosophy of culture deeming that education is the cause of
culture that transforms the inner world of a child, reveals to him (her) the
quintessence of the surrounding world, implants moral and aesthetical values,
develops essential creative powers (A. Berleant, 1995, 1997; A. Gaiþutis,
2003, 1988; A. Haapala, 1999; J. Girnius, 1991; V. Matonis, 2002, 2000;
A. Maceina, 1990); on the humane pedagogy that emphasizes the unity of
personal cultural development and socio-cultural integration (V. Aramavièiûtë,
1985, 1995; M. Barkauskaitë, 2001; B. Bitinas, 2004, G. Butkienë,
A. Kepalaitë, 1996; L. Jovaiða, 2001, 1995; E. Martiðauskienë, 2003), on
the cognitive point of view that emphasizes availability of general aesthetic
education for all pupils thus extending the concept of art education and
creating premises for holistic education (R. Smith, 2000; J. Davis,
H. Gardner, 2000). The accent was put on the relationist position that bases
the positive relation of a subject towards the observed objects of aesthetical
perception on individual features of awareness and conditions of cognizing
subject (H. Osborn, 1989; J. Stolnitz, 1989; J. Hospers, 2001; D. E. Berlyne,
1971; S. Kaplan, 1995; A. Katalynas, 2003; J. L. Nasar, 1994, 1988; J. Lang,
1987). The ideas and works of above mentioned and other authors had led
to understanding of educational significance of visual environment for
enhancement of aesthetical education.
%

The scientific novelty and theoretical and practical importance of
the results of research
In the documents on reorganization of Lithuanian system of education
is emphasized the need for general competence in art and aesthetics. The
implementation of this goal requires not only the improved processes of
aesthetical and artistic fostering but the research of factors that activate
aesthetical and artist development. One of the most important factors of
aesthetical and artistic competence cultivation is shaping and development
of aesthetical attitudes of schoolchildren. This area of research is poorly
investigated yet.
The novelty of the research presented in the dissertation is characterized
by the following statements. In the work is elaborated the concept of visual
environment as a form representing unity between natural and artificially
created surroundings. The main factors of schoolchildren aesthetical attitude
towards visual environment disclosing its importance are established as
following: a) the relationship with objects of visual environment; b) the
activity of aesthetising the environment, c) artistic development.
In the work are discussed the ways of consolidation and adjustment of
aesthetical attitudes that activate aesthetical relationship with environment:
emphasis on a socio-cultural aspects in the process of artistic education,
encouragement of environment aesthetising activities, optimisation of
aesthetical interaction of teachers and pupils in the context of visual
environment. Thus the importance of visual environment as a significant
factor in education is accented.
The work exposes aspects of the problems that need further research,
i.e. the significance of aesthetical environment at school for the motivation
of learning and interpersonal relations, the impact of aesthetical relationship
with environment on ecological education, etc.
In the practical aspect, the research creates premises to evaluate visual
environment as an aggregate phenomena of natural and artificial
surroundings and to understand its importance in formation and development
of aesthetical attitudes in the process of education. The presented concept
of visual environment and revealed content of aesthetical relationship with
it will be useful for education policymakers, heads of institutions, teachers
training and skills improvement organizations and for teachers themselves,
because it facilitates evaluation of schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes towards
visual environment as educational instrument, endorse aesthetical activities
in the environment together with corresponding orientation of art education
&

process and improvement of aesthetical education system in school.
Activation of pupils aesthetical relationship with environment that creates
conditions to perceive and acquire aesthetical awareness of natural and
artificial surroundings and to sharpen artistic vision is important in linking
practical activities with reorganization of immediate environment. The
disclosed impact of visual environment of the schools on formation of
value-oriented attitudes of schoolchildren stipulates revision of the state of
school buildings and their surroundings.
Structure and volume of the dissertation. The work consists of
Introduction, two chapters, conclusions, bibliography, and supplements.
Total volume is 254859 of print characters (135 pages excluding
supplements). 20 tables and 23 figures are presented in the dissertation.
Bibliography consists of 204 sources.
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REVIEW OF CONTENTS OF THE DISSERTATION
In the Introduction the scientific problem and the relevance of the subject
of the research are discussed; object, goal and tasks of the research are
defined; the hypothesis of the research is declared and methods of research
are described; also the novelty of the research presented in dissertation and
its theoretical and practical significance are assessed.
The first part of the dissertation, THEORETICAL PREMISES OF
FORMATION OF SCHOOLCHILDREN AESTHETICAL ATTITUDES,
consists of three chapters.
In the first chapter, Personal relationship with visual environment:
aesthetical and educational aspects, various points of view on environment
are analysed and relevant theories of environmental aesthetics are discussed.
The first section, The concept of environment, deals with the diversity of
definitions of environment. The impact of environment on personality and
notions of environment in pedagogical, psychological, sociological,
philosophical, aesthetical and other aspects were analysed by numerous
scientists from different countries (A. Berleant, 1995, 1997; S. C. Bourassa,
1991; A. Carlson, 2001; A. Haapala, 1999; R. Kaplan and S. Kaplan, 1989;
D. M. Kowalczyk, 2000; W. Ning, 2001 and others). Lithuanian scientists
examine problems of relationship between humans and environment, too
(M. Barkauskaitë, 2001; L. Jovaiða, 2001, 1993; J. Lauþikas, 1933, 1997;
I. Leliûgienë, 1997 and others). Environment has many connotations, with
various meaningful implications: object and environment are linked in
relationships of varied proximity, but both object and its environment remain
individual and separate entities. Proposed opinion regards environment as an
aggregate sphere that includes complicated groups of living and lifeless objects
that are interconnected with spatial and causal relationships, but their
boundaries are not stable and conform to geographical conditions, human
activities and other influences. Thus the environment is an indivisible entity:
an interconnected and mutually dependent union of people and locations taken
in concert with their relevant evolution. But the field of aesthetical research
of environment is very wide and important with many pressing problems still
unresolved. According to one of the most eminent experts in this discipline
A. Berleant, it became the study of environmental experience and the
immediate and intrinsic value of its perceptual and cognitive dimensions
(A. Berleant, 1997, p. 32).
In the second section, Researches of visual environment, are discussed
scientific research studies where are described human reactions to visual


characteristics of environment, because visuality is regarded as especially
valuable educational tool that enables achievement of various social, cultural,
and educational goals.
According to the process of environment evaluation and importance of
environmental significance, aesthetical researches are classified into four main
categories: research of perceptive and cognitive processes; sensual and
emotional assessment; relational research, and interrelative research (A. Ataov,
1998). In relation to peoples reaction and relationship towards environmental
characteristics, theoretical models in these researches are primarily grouped
into objective and subjective ones, then into formal (D. E. Berlyne, 1971;
R. Kaplan and S. Kaplan, 1989; J. F. Wohlwill, 1976; R. S. Ulrich, 1983),
schematic (A. T. Purcell, 1986; T. A. Whitfield, 1983), and symbolic (J. Lang,
1987; J. L. Nasar, 1994, 1997; T. R. Herzog, 1992). The quality of the persons
relationship towards concrete object of environment depends not only on
characteristics of objects expression, but on subjective motivation of that
relationship towards object as well. Environment assessing reactions of any
human are influenced by persons emotional state, intentions and socio-cultural
experience. Thus the features of visual environment (genuineness, clarity,
harmony, complexity and others) become significant for education in activating
aesthetical relationship with this environment.
In the third section, Aesthetical attitude as phenomenon, various points
of view on the concept of attitude are discussed. Attitude (set, lit. nuostata,
rus. óñòàíîâêà) is comprehended as a preconceived preparedness for a
certain action, the formed predisposition to assess or act in the same or
similar way in comparable circumstances. Most authors agree with this
concept of attitude, complementing or broadening it. The attitude is associated
with persons readiness to act appropriately in specific situations and to realize
various demands (Ã. Ì. Aíäðååâà, 1980; Ä. Í. Óçíàäçå, 1961; 1966; Ø.
Íàäèðàøâèëè, 1974). In aesthetics, studies of attitudes are controversial
enough: the point of view of objectivism is based on the confrontation of
object and subject, eliminating subject from the concept of aesthetical; and
relationist position is based on the positive relationship of subject towards
observed objects of aesthetic perception (M. C. Beardsley, 1989; E. Bullough,
1980; D. Fenner, 1996; I. Kantas, 1991; A. Katalynas, 2001; E. Osborne,
1989; J. Stolnitz, 1989). But from the educology standpoint, most problematic
is not definition of aesthetical attitude, but its location within the structure of
personality. The relationship of a personality towards the world begins from
attitudes that, tenaciously cultivated, in due course develop into persons


value-oriented convictions that form the core of personality. It is worth noting
that in Lithuanian language attitude and standpoint are used as synonyms.
From the social pedagogical point of view, the term attitude ascertains verbal
evaluations that allow the person to characterize its actions, behaviour, views
towards phenomena of reality. On the basis of arguments of L. Jovaiða (1995),
G. Butkienë, A. Kepalaitë (1996), M. Fürst (1998), V. Viliûnas (1990), D. Fener
(1996) and other authors we can assert that the repetitive aesthetical
experiences consolidate relationship with environment that had some kind of
emotional impact on a person. Anyway, positive and negative apprising
emotions define persons attitudes, disregarding the form in which they were
expressed  be it conviction, feeling, or impulse to act. Rationally perceived,
recognized and related with assessment persons relationship towards
environment becomes an attitude. Thus we can assert that an aesthetical
attitude is the activity of a subject determined by the experience of interaction
with aesthetical objects and by actions aiming at satisfaction of aesthetical
needs.
Chapter two, The realities of schoolchildren self-education in the visual
environment, consists of four sections. In the first section, Educational
significance of visual environment at school, the role of school environment
in the process of forming aesthetical attitudes is assessed. School environment
is comprehended as a dynamic aggregate that comprises conditions, objects
and subjects. Conclusions of many authors confirm that beneficial to persons
self-expression and improvement visual environment at school is a factor
assisting the personalitys aesthetical development process (Ë. Ï. Ïå÷êî,
1999; Ã. Ñ. Òàðàñêèíà, 1999), influence achievements of pupils and their
regard of the school (R. Becker, 1992, E. Jago, K. Tanner, 1999), and
stimulates creativity and activity (A. Karpati, 1993; J. Davis, 1994;
E. A. Zimmerman, 1998). The second section Aesthetical significance of
visual environment for schoolchildren is based on ideas of J. Lauþikas (1933,
1993, 1997), A. Maceina (1990), L. Jovaiða (1993, 1997), S. Ðalkauskis
(1991, 1992), A. Gaiþutis (1988) and other authors and discusses individual
relationship of a person with environment, reality and its processes, reveals
connections between personal needs and experience and aesthetical impact
of visual environment on formation of value-oriented attitudes of a person.
Spiritual wealth and development of creative powers of a person is expressed
through aesthetical relations of a subject with environment, and the awareness
of beautiful together with the encouragement to beautify pupils own
environment by developing aesthetical activity ground the basis of their


aesthetical education. In the third section, Informal aesthetical education
of schoolchildren, the importance of informal education in development of
innate abilities and creative powers of schoolchildren, in formation of their
aesthetical attitudes and value-oriented insight is considered on the grounds
of statements of M. Barkauskaitë (2001), B. Bitinas (2004), J. Kieviðas (2001),
G. Kvieskienë (1996), V. Matonis (2000), V. Rajeckas (2002), D. Ðiaulytienë
(2000), and other authors. The attitudes towards environment and their totality,
developing into value-oriented attitudes, may be regarded as one of the
qualitative indicators of persons development. In the fourth section, Trends
in fostering schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes and ecological culture a
subtle task of harmonization the phenomena of beauty and utility is scrutinized.
The modern science of environment is considered to be a science about,
within, and for the environment. Thus, on the basis of ideas expressed by
V. Aramavièiûtë (1998), J. Girnius (1991), Ch. Foster (1998), È. Kudaba
(1984), È. Kalenda (2002), R. Makarskaitë (2001), D. Malamati (2002),
J. Palmer (1998), A. K. Øóëüæåíêî (1999) and others, is emphasized the
standpoint that the pupils value-oriented attitudes and ability to solve the
problems of conservationism, their ecological consciousness and ability to
comprehend contemporary ecological situation in the context of interaction
between culture and nature, are implemented through aesthetical fostering
based on the principles of values of beauty, revelation of interrelation between
human and nature, and encouraging sensual experience and perception of
natural and artificial environments aesthetical expressiveness. In this case,
ethical, aesthetical, psychological, and legal relationship of a human towards
nature becomes the criteria of his culture.
Chapter three, Factors influencing schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes,
is based on ideas of V. Aramavièiûtë (1985), A. Carlson (2001), A. Gaiþutis
(1988), A. Haapala (1999), Þ. Jackûnas (2000), J. Vanagas (1992), V. Matonis
(2000), J. Mureika (1981), Y. Sepänmaa (1989, 1995), V. Sezemanas (1970)
and other authors, and discusses, the connections between visual environment
and aesthetical attitudes. The world of aesthetical phenomena is related not
only with the specific types of activities, but includes the visual perception of
reality as well. The aesthetical attitudes must be evaluated on the basis of
persons relationship with the nature, and relationship with the nature
determines persons cultural level. This is the precondition for operationalisation
of aesthetical attitudes. Thus in the dissertation the possibilities to form
aesthetical attitudes towards visual environment are characterized by the two
essential criteria: relationship towards natural environment, and relationship
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towards artificial environment. In the interaction with thus discerned spheres
of environment, i.e. the natural environment, which can be percepted
aesthetically as well, and artificial, created by humans, environment, that
includes anything that was constructed or put into order by humans,
crystallizes the visual environment and the aesthetical relationship with it, as
an specific form of manifestation of environment.
In the purposeful process that takes action at school, the teacher plays
the central role as an originator of direct process of education, who has
powers to reorganize, change the mind and direct it towards enlightenment in
fostering a concrete person and teaching him to seek the sense of living
(W. C. Booth, 1988). The teacher must be empowered not only by spiritual
values and the need to share them with others, but by the impulse to live
according to these values, to implement them in his own judgments and
behaviour, since the personal instance is an educational value that is directly
taken in by the pupils. It is important to evaluate the possibility of teachers to
influence formation of schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes towards visual
environment and their relationship with visual environment.
By encouraging aesthetical perception and aesthetical requirements and
by developing aesthetical experience in practical activities, aesthetical attitudes
in situations of aesthetical relationship with visual environment of a personality
are formed. This is why in the process of education is important to evaluate
both the personal experience to act in the environment, and the characteristics
of environment as a factor. The harmonization of these features would create
premises to analyse visual environment as a factor in forming schoolchildren
aesthetical attitudes. In Fig. 1 are presented the factors that influence the
formation of schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes.

Pupils‘ aesthetical
attitudes towards
visual environment

PUPILS’
AESTHETICAL
ATTITUDES

Teachers‘ aesthetical
attitudes towards
visual environment

Visual environment

Fig. 1. Factors shaping pupils’ aesthetical attitudes
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The second part of the dissertation, SIGNIFICANCE OF VISUAL
ENVIRONMENT IN THE EVOLUTION OF SCHOOLCHILDREN
AESTHETICAL ATTITUDES (EMPIRICAL RESEARCH) consists of
six chapters describing the actual research and its results.
The first chapter, Methodology of the research, presents the
methodology that was employed in the course of the dissertational research.
The fact finding (questioning of the schoolchildren) and the pilot (questioning
of the teachers) researches were carried out in 6 schools of general
education: Simonas Stanevièius school in Vilnius, Versmë school in Kaunas,
Jonas Basanavièius school in Ukmergë, Baisogala school, Motiejus Ðimelionis
school in Lentvaris  all of them secondary schools  and in Aukðtadvaris
basic school in Utena region. 783 persons participated in the experiment:
696 pupils of VI-X grade and 87 teachers.
The research was based on questionnaires compiled by the author. To
disclose particularities of the system of schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes
and the place (importance) of aesthetical attitudes in the whole system of
their attitudes the preliminary research was carried out in Vilnius Simonas
Daukantas secondary school: 67 students of ninth, tenth, and eleventh grade
were questioned.
The fact finding questionnaire for schoolchildren was aimed to
characterize the aesthetical relationship with visual environment and to
disclose the quality of this relationship. According to the methodological
principles of R. Likert, was compiled the questionnaire on aesthetical attitudes
intended to determine existing aesthetical attitudes of schoolchildren and to
disclose the impact of visual environment on them. The representative groups
of schoolchildren were discerned by gender, age, and location. This
allocation was applied in analysis and evaluation of the research data. The
compiled questionnaire for the pilot project was based on analysis of research
questions from scientific publications. The mathematical statistical analysis
of the research data was performed with the computer software package
SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences).
In the second chapter, Schoolchildren views on aesthetisation of
environment, are presented data of the preliminary research which disclose
that aesthetical attitudes in the whole system of attitudes of schoolchildren
take the stand of the least significance. Nevertheless, the presence of the
need to reorganize immediate environment and to aesthetise it was established,
and that empowers activation of aesthetical relationship with environment
along with possibilities of more effective formation of aesthetical attitudes.
#

The premises for pupils self-realisation within the environment are expressed
in their system of attitudes and in the conditions of self-expression, i.e. in
interdependence of the personal system of attitudes and the characteristics
of environment in the process of personality development.
The third chapter, Activation of schoolchildren aesthetical relationship
with visual environment, consists of three sections. In the first section,
Relationship with the objects of visual environment, author finds out,
which objects of the visual environment the schoolchildren assign as
belonging to the school and home environments. The objects of visual
environment are partitioned into two groups: objects of natural environment
and objects of artificial environment. The differences in relationship with
visual, natural and artificial, environment surfaced in comparison of the
participants of research along the lines of locality and gender: those living
in big cities single out objects of artificial environment more readily, while
those living in small towns prefer objects of natural environments; among
girls relationship with both natural and artificial environment is more active
than among boys. Thus we can assert that artificial environment may have
greater impact on formation of aesthetical attitudes for schoolchildren from
big cities, while the natural environment may be more important for
schoolchildren from small towns. The second section, Schoolchildren
attitudes towards environment, presents data that prove the inherent need
for natural and artificial environment existing among the tested pupils  and
this is an indicator of attitudes towards this environment. The activity of
schoolchildren in aesthetising the environment may serve as indicator of
their relationship towards it. This is why activity and eagerness to aesthetise
the environment among the investigated pupils was explored. The research
was based on activity of schoolchildren in aesthetising visual environment
of their school. The activity was determined by the numbers of investigated
participating (from aesthetical standpoint, a decided activity) and not
participating (from aesthetical standpoint, an indecisive activity) in decorating
and putting in order the school environment. The data are presented
according to the relationship with natural and artificial environment (see
Table 1).
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Table 1
Activity of schoolchildren in environment aesthetisation

Big city
Region centre

Natural environment
Decided
Indecisive
N
%
N
%
164
71,9
64
28,1
169
73,8
60
26,2

Artificial environment
Decided
Indecisive
N
%
N
%
157
68,9
71
31,1
195
85,2
34
14,8

Small town

197

82,4

42

17,6

203

84,9

36

15,1

Girl
Boy
VI grade
VII grade
VIII grade
IX grade
X grade

298
232
69
127
141
80
113
530

84,7
67,4
74,2
77,4
78,3
78,4
72,0
76,1

54
112
24
37
39
22
44
166

15,3
32,6
25,8
22,6
21,7
21,6
28,0
23,9

314
241
77
139
140
81
118
555

89,2
70,1
82,8
84,8
77,8
79,4
75,2
79,7

38
103
16
25
40
21
39
141

10,8
29,9
17,2
15,2
22,2
20,6
24,8
20,3

Grade

GenLocation
der

Distribution

In total

The relationship of majority of investigated pupils with visual environment
is clearly expressed  they actively participate in aesthtisation of this
environment. Statistically significant diversity among participating in both
natural and artificial environment aesthetisation activity was not determined,
thus we can discuss only attitudes towards visual environment in general.
The comparison of research data by localities shows that participants from
small towns are more active than those from big cities: statistically significant
differentiation was fixed in evaluating their relationship both towards natural
(?2 = 8,117, df 2, p < 0,05) and with artificial (?2 = 24,85, df 2, p < 0,0001)
environment. The analysis of research data by gender proved that in
aesthetisation of environment girls are more active than boys: statistically
significant differentiation was fixed in evaluating their relationship both
towards natural (?2 = 28,39, df 1, p < 0,0001) and with artificial (?2 = 39,48,
df 1, p < 0,0001) environment. So, the need to reorganise, embellish the
environment is more imminent among girls than among boys, that is, their
aesthetical attitudes towards visual environment is more stable.
The facts about activity of the participants in aesthetisation of
environment allow maintaining that they have an active relationship with
visual environment, and this, in turn, enhances formation of their aesthetical
attitudes. But these data do not reveal factors that activate pupils aesthetical
relationship towards environment. This is the reason why in the third section,
The significance of artistic education in formation of aesthetic attitudes,
the influence of art lessons and informal education on aesthetical relationship
with visual environment was investigated. The majority of participants who
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acknowledged the impact of art lessons on perception and awareness of
surrounding beauty take active part in aesthetisation of both natural and
artificial environment. We can maintain that the participants of research
recognize the influence of art lessons on their aesthetical relationship with
visual environment. It means that the artistic activities really help to
consolidate aesthetical attitudes towards visual environment. This confirms
the presumption that the need of art and art education has similar effect on
schoolchildren aesthetical relationship with visual environment taking no
heed of location (big city, region centre, small town). This is what was
expected, because teaching programmes, forms and methods of education
are much alike in all schools.
The importance of art activities in schools is inclined to lessen, thus it is
important to encourage schoolchildren to take interest in artistic activities.
The activities of pupils during sessions of informal education were
investigated in addition. In order to verify whether artistic activities have
impact on aesthetical relationship with visual environment, were compared
data of those participants who attend groups of artistic expression or similar
and those who do not attend. The analysis proved that exists statistically
significant difference between attending groups of artistic expression and
the rest of participants of research in aesthetical relationship towards natural
environment (?2 = 15,31, df 2, p < 0,0001) and artificial environment
(?2 = 13,81, df 2, p < 0,001). Thus it is reasonable to maintain that experience
of artistic expression acquired during additional education influences
aesthetical relationship with visual environment. On the other hand,
differences in aesthetical relationship with natural and artificial environment
among those attending art expression groups are insignificant. That means
that aesthetic relationship diffuses in environment as a whole, not selecting
between artificial or natural environment.
Chapter four, Teachers aesthetical relationship with visual
environment and its impact on evolution of schoolchildren aesthetical
relationship with visual environment, reveals teachers views on
aesthetisation of environment and on impact of environment on
schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes. It also revealed differences in teachers
and pupils relationship with environment. The first section, Teachers
views on aesthetisation of environment, proves that about half of all teachers
believe that all the community of the school must take part in aesthetisation
of environment at school. But the data of the research show that in this
domain actively participate only one third of the respondents. There was
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established a statistically significant variation in participation of school
aesthetisation activities among teachers of various disciplines: teachers of
art, moral, work and physical education disciplines are more inclined to
participate in these activities than the teachers of social, nature and exact
sciences disciplines. The teachers participating in the activities of school
aesthetisation emphasize the aesthetical impact of environment on personality,
and those who do not participate give various reasons, most common are
shortage of time, lack of certain abilities, or else they think that such activities
do not belong to their duties. The data presented in the second section,
Teachers view on the impact of environment on schoolchildren aesthetical
attitudes, show that teachers recognize the impact of aesthetical
environment on personality. In their opinion, the aesthetical impact of
environment is especially significant for the inner sense of harmony and
for the creative activity in general. It is plausible to maintain that the teachers
acknowledge the importance of above mentioned significant features of
environmental impact for their pupils, too. The third section, Connection
between teachers and pupils aesthetical relationship with environment,
reveals that the aesthetical relationship with environment of teachers creates
conditions to activate pupils aesthetical relationship with visual environment.
The fact was established that teachers are more committed to the
environment aesthetising activities than schoolchildren, thus they are capable
to processualize changes in their pupils aesthetical attitudes towards
environment. On the basis of acquired experience emerges an interaction
that enables the teacher to impact his pupils aesthetical attitudes directly.
This is the reason why teachers aesthetical attitudes are an important factor
that influences and adjusts schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes towards their
environment.
Chapter five, Specific features of schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes,
discloses existing aesthetical attitudes of the schoolchildren and discusses
their importance for a persons adaptation in the socio-cultural medium
well as an impact of visual environment on these attitudes. According to
the methodology, the research of aesthetical attitudes consists of 20
statements reflecting various attitudes towards various domains of art and
aesthetical activities. The scale of evaluation of each statement is ranged.
In the process of generalisation of specific features of schoolchildren
aesthetic attitudes, the sum of points for responses to the statements is
split into three groups: lower than average, average, and higher than average
range of aesthetic attitudes.
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The results of the research show that aesthetical attitudes of the majority
of respondents fall into the average category. 15,5 percent of investigated
schoolchildren have aesthetical attitudes lower than average, and 11,4  higher
than average range. This proves that aesthetical attitudes are represented in
the general system of schoolchildren attitudes, that they are not indifferent
towards phenomena that enhance aesthetical sentiments. Statistically
significant difference by gender was noted  aesthetical attitudes of girls
statistically more frequently fall into higher than average range than aesthetical
attitudes of boys. Was noted statistically significant difference between quality
of aesthetical attitudes of schoolchildren and their orientation towards various
domains of artistic expression: aesthetical attitudes of those who attend groups
of artistic expression more frequently fall into higher range than of those
who attend other groups or have no extra-curriculum activities. This proves
that the extra-curriculum artistic activities play an important role in formation
of schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes.
The stronger the attitude is, the more distinctly it manifests in a persons
behaviour. In order to analyse schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes qualitatively
and to disclose their significance (aesthetically active  aesthetically passive)
for the aesthetical relationship with environment, we grouped statements
of the questionnaire on aesthetical attitudes into three levels: active recreation; interest and adaptation; acknowledgement of significance. All
respondent had fallen into one of the three categories. But in order to
demonstrate the quality of aesthetical attitudes, aesthetical activity of
respondents was interpreted by such indicators as location of aesthetical
attitudes in some range of the scale, extra-curriculum activities, and gender.
In the process of schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes analysis, the
respondents are grouped into levels according to their aesthetical activity,
and into ranges  according to the quality of their aesthetical attitudes.
In chapter six, Visual environment as a factor in schoolchildren
aesthetical attitudes, is presented the qualitative analysis of schoolchildren
testing data. Comparing groups of those respondents who attend groups of
artistic expression, and those who do not, the hypotehesis that more active
relationship with visual environment has impact on schoolchildren aesthetical
attitudes was verified (see Table 2). It was ascertained that the participants
of experiment who attend groups of artistic expression more often make
distinction of objects of visual environment (both natural and artificial),
participate in aesthetising natural and artificial environment of the school
and of home, and acknowledge the importance of art lessons for perception


and emotional experience of beauty in their surroundings. This proves the
consistency of their aesthetical attitudes towards visual environment.
Table 2
Specific features of respondents relationship with visual
environment by discrete indicators
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Indicators
Distinction of natural environment objects –
÷2 = 8,27, df 2, p < 0,05*
Distinction of artificial environment objects –
÷2 = 10,98, df 2, p < 0,01*
Participation in aesthetising natural environment of school – ÷2 = 18,83, df 6, p < 0,01*
Participation in aesthetising artificial environment of school – ÷2 = 19,32, df 6, p < 0,01*
Aesthetisation of home environment –
÷2 = 26,99, df 4, p < 0,0001*
Viewpoint on the influence of art lessons –
÷2 = 26,52, df 4, p < 0,0001*

* Statistically significant variation.

The comparison of dependency of respondents relationship with visual
environment activity and their attribution to the range of quality of aesthetical
attitudes has shown difference of these respondents who acknowledge
importance of art lessons for perception and emotional experience of beauty
in their surroundings  their percentage was greatest in the range of higher
than average quality of aesthetical attitudes. Thus the statement that art
lessons influence aesthetical attitudes of respondents is correct (?2 = 82,25,
df 4, p < 0,0001, C=0,325). The contingency quotient of these indicators
shows their interconnectivity, although the degree of dependence is not
high. The interest in artistic activity in extra-curriculum occupations also
influences their aesthetical attitudes (?2 = 32,53, df 4, p < 0,0001, C = 0,211).
The profile of an extra-curriculum group has an impact on quality of
aesthetical attitudes to some extent, since those attending groups of artistic
expression statistically more frequently fall into the range of higher than
average aesthetical attitudes. This means that relationship with environment
consolidated during artistic activities determines the quality of aesthetical
attitudes.
In consolidation of aesthetical attitude towards visual environment
operational aesthetising activity is most important. The data of research
show that those participants of experiment who more frequently participated
in activities of aesthetising home environment (?2 = 47,01, df 4, p < 0,0001,
C = 0,252) and school environment (?2 = 57,55, df 4, p < 0,0001, C = 0,276)
got higher than average range evaluation of their aesthetical attitudes quality.


The degree of interdependence among clusters of respondents grouped
by chosen indicators of relationship with visual environment confirms the
statement that once the conscious (not spontaneous) relationship with this
environment is formed, it becomes an important educational factor that
influences the formation of schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes. Thus the
hypothesis formulated at the beginning of the research was verified.
Conclusions
1. Analysis of aesthetical, pedagogical and other scientific publications shows
that research of the impact of environment on schoolchildren should be based
on the integral personality and cultural viewpoint evolution methodological
approach, evaluating both objective and subjective significance of environment.
Studies of concepts of environmental aesthetics show that emergency of
aesthetical relationship between objects of visual environment and the subject
perceiving them depends on persons aesthetical experience, intentions, and
cognitive efforts that determine the conversion of visual environment into the
factor of aesthetical attitudes formation. From the methodological viewpoint,
aesthetics of environment is a multidimensional phenomenon, because human
being is both a part of the nature, and a social individual reflecting and
transforming it. The human interaction with natural environment (that can be
perceived both aesthetically and artistically) and with artificial environment
(everything made or transformed by humans) fashions the wide range of
attitudes. Visual environment and aesthetical relationship with it becomes a
special form of manifestation of environment.
2. Empirical analysis of the factors of schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes
formation proved the importance of schoolchildren aesthetical relationship
with environment that is clearly characterised by distinction of objects in
the environment and attitudes towards them. It also became clear that
teachers attitude towards environment has special significance in encouraging
pupils aesthetical relationship with environment as a source of humanist
values, and an important tool in adjusting pupils attitudes towards visual
environment, too. This proves that the school is making impact on these
processes in general.
3. The statement that the attitudes form a durable and homogenous system
that expresses persons relationship towards environment and his (her)
own self: the stronger the attitude, the more evident its expression in human
behaviour. On the grounds of this statement were disclosed typical features
of schoolchildren aesthetical relationship with environment that manifest

themselves in the form of needs of its active re-creation, interest in it, and
adaptation and acknowledgement of its significance. These needs show the
significance of practical aesthetical activity that instigate schoolchildren
aesthetical relationship with natural and artificial environment and specifies
their aesthetical attitudes towards visual environment.
4. The empirical research has proved that the experience of artistic expression
acquired in the process of education influences schoolchildren aesthetical
relationship with visual environment, and artistic activities help to
consolidate the positive aesthetical attitudes. Aesthetical attitudes manifest
themselves though the need to comprehend and change the environment,
and the resolute activities of aesthetising natural and artificial environments
is a way to consolidate aesthetical attitudes. The research has confirmed
the hypothesis that when the need to correct purposefully the visual
environment becomes urgent in the course of pedagogical and cultural
process, it becomes an educational factor forming the aesthetical attitudes
of schoolchildren. Since the visual environment usually is both historical
and contemporary, it influences the development of society as well as the
development of personality.
5. The visual environment influences schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes
by means of: a) relationship with objects of visual environment; b)
activities aesthetising environment; c) art education. The aesthetical
attitudes of schoolchildren can be consolidated and adjusted in the
process of art education by emphasizing the socio-cultural aspect  by
enhancing experience in socio-cultural expression and abilities, and by
encouraging aesthetising of environment (at school and at home), in
other words, the aesthetical re-creation of environment, thus optimising
aesthetical interconnection between teachers and pupils in the context
of visual environment. This theoretical model is relevant for improvement
of schoolchildren aesthetical attitudes and may be applied in the wider
(not only schoolchildren) environment.
6. Aesthetical attitudes of schoolchildren are relatively durable and enable
them integrate in emotionally convincing ways various aspects of human
activities and existing environment, thus they should be purposefully
employed in the pedagogical practice as a source of appreciation and
dissemination of spiritual and humanist values. The aesthetisation of
environment itself should be regarded as an interdisciplinary problem
that manifests itself not only in attitudes, but in the entire spiritual world
of the personality.
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VIZUALIOJI APLINKA  MOKINIØ ESTETINIØ
NUOSTATØ FORMAVIMOSI VEIKSNYS
Reziumë
Mokslinë problema ir temos aktualumas. Gyvename postmodernizmo
laikotarpiu, kai daugelis vertybiø susijaukë, o þmogus ieðko dvasinës
pusiausvyros. Jaunimo kultûros formavimas, kultûrinë ir meninë veikla vis
plaèiau pripaþástama ypaè reikðminga veikla, turinèia tapti viena ið esminiø
ðvietimo funkcijø. Klestint masinei kultûrai aktualus tampa estetinis ugdymas.
Jis vis daþniau siejamas su dvasingos asmenybës, subtiliai jauèianèios groþá ir
gebanèios já taikyti kasdieniniame gyvenime, ugdymu. Estetiniø reiðkiniø
pasaulis susijæs ne tik su specialiomis veiklos sritimis, bet apima ir vizualiai
suvokiamà tikrovæ (A. Gaiþutis, 1988; A. Haapala, 1999; J. Lang, 1987;
V. Matonis, 2000, 2002; J. Mureika, 1981; J. L. Nasar, 1997). Estetinis aplinkos
suvokimas suteikia prasmæ ir savità kokybæ kasdieniam gyvenimui. Gebëjimas
nepriklausomai màstyti, kurti, suvokti ir pasirinkti estetinius aplinkos vertinimo
kriterijus  tai ypatybës, kurios tampa vis reikalingesnës sparèiai kintanèiame,
konkurenciniame, informaciniame XXI amþiuje.
Mokslo literatûroje aplinkos samprata apibûdinama labai ávairiai  tai
skirtingø reiðkiniø darinys (J. Lauþikas, 1997), þmoniø gyvenimo ir veiklos
sàlygos (A. Juodaitytë, 2002; I. Leliûgienë, 1997), natûralios ir socialinës
aplinkos sistema, apimanti materialiàjà civilizacijà bei dvasinæ kultûrà (W. Ning,
2001), gamtiniø, geografiniø, klimato, kultûriniø, socialiniø sàlygø visuma,
kurioje gyvenanti þmoniø grupë su ja sàveikauja (A. Berleant, 1997; A. Haapala,
1999; V. Targamadzë, 1999), veiksnys, netikslingai ugdantis, lavinantis,
formuojantis asmenybæ (M. Barkauskaitë, 2001; L. Jovaiða, 2001;
D. M. Kowalczyk, 2000) ir panaðiai. Aplinkos átaka asmenybei bei þmoniø
poþiûris á aplinkà pedagoginiu, psichologiniu, sociologiniu, filosofiniu bei
estetiniu aspektais nagrinëjamas tiek lietuviø (A. Maceina, 1990; V. Sezemanas,
1970; S. Ðalkauskis, 1992; L. Ðepetys, 1978; J. Vaitkevièius, 1981; J. Vanagas,
1992 ir kt.), tiek uþsienio ðaliø mokslininkø (A. Ataov, 1998; S. C. Bourassa,
1991; A. Carlson, 2001; R. Kaplan ir S. Kaplan, 1989; J. L. Nasar, 1997,
1994, 1988; Ë. Ï. Ïå÷êî, 1999; Ã. Ñ. Òàðàñêèíà, 1999 ir kt.). Stiprëjant
meno vaidmeniui ugdant vertybiø suvokimà, kûrybiðkumà, skleidþiant intelekto
paþintines galias, stiprinant mokymosi motyvacijà bei áveikiant mokymosi metu
kylanèias neigiamas emocijas (J. Davis, H. Gardner, 2000; A. Gaiþutis, 1989;
J. I. Goodlad, 2000; R. Smith, 2000), suaktyvëjo daugelio Europos ðaliø,
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JAV, Kanados meninio ugdymo centrø veikla. Atlikti ávairûs tyrimai,
atskleidþiantys estetinës aplinkos bei mokyklos aplinkos poveiká mokiniø
mokymosi motyvacijai, pasiekimams bei jø ir mokytojø poþiûriui á mokyklà
(R. Becker, 1992; S. R. Eastman, 2001; E. Jago, K. Tanner, 1999; E. Osborne,
2000), estetinio lavinimo ir multikultûrinio lavinimo (B. Simpson, 1994),
aplinkos estetikos, etikos (A. Haapala, 1999; È. Kalenda, 2002) ir ekologijos
sàsajas (A. Berleant, 1997; R. Makarskaitë, 2001; A. E. Virtanen, 2000).
Aplinkos, kaip asmenybës raidos veiksnio, atskirus elementus nagrinëjo
D. M. Kovalèyk (Kowalczyk, 2000), G. Grigaliûnaitë (2004).
Kuriant postmodernià visuomenæ akcentuojama vizualinës kultûros
svarba, o siekiant ávairiø socialiniø, kultûriniø bei edukaciniø tikslø vizualumas
laikomas ypaè reikðminga edukacine priemone. Þodis vizualinis reiðkia
regimasis, tiesioginis objektø, reiðkiniø, procesø stebëjimas* . Þmogus já
supanèià aplinkà suvokia vizualiai ir dël to patiria vienokias ar kitokias
estetines emocijas. Aplinkos vizualinë kokybë atspindi visuomenës dvasinæ
kultûrà, formuoja estetiðkai patrauklø kultûriná kraðtovaizdá ir puoselëja
aplinkos tvarkymo tradicijas, kuria savità gyvenamàjà aplinkà. Stiprëja
visuomenës ir aplinkos ryðys, kuriame aplinkos vizualinë kokybë atlieka
svarbø gyvenamosios aplinkos kokybinio veiksnio vaidmená. Vizualinë
kokybë yra objektyvi ir gali bûti iðmatuojama, o estetinë kokybë  tai
sociokultûrinio pagrindo ir asmeniniø savybiø nulemto vertinimo rezultatas.
Taigi vizualiosios aplinkos sàvoka apibûdina mus supanèià, regëjimu
suvokiamà fizinæ aplinkà, kurios pavieniai objektai priskiriami estetiniams
objektams, o jos kokybë priklauso nuo subjektyviø vertinimo nuostatø.
Sparèiai kintanti aplinka ðiandieninës globalizacijos ir multikultûriniø
tendencijø kontekste verèia ne tik prisiderinti prie jos, bet ir jos atþvilgiu
iðlaikyti pozityvø, kûrybiðkà, neatsiejamà nuo estetinio santyká. Asmenybës
santykis su pasauliu prasideda nuo nuostatos, kuri yra veiksmingas aplinkos
ávertinimo bûdas, lemiantis individo reagavimà á aplinkos pokyèius. Santykiai
ir nuostatos á aplinkà, meno kûrinius, jø atstovaujamas vertybes, kryptingai
formuojamos, ilgainiui tampa asmenybës vertybinëmis nuostatomis,
sudaranèiomis asmenybës kultûros branduolá. Nuostatos stabilizuojasi
paauglystëje, ágydamos aiðkesnius kontûrus, asmenybës savivokà.
Lietuvos ir uþsienio ðaliø mokslinës literatûros analizë atskleidë, kad ávairiø
nuostatø formavimosi, formavimo bei jø konstatavimo aspektai daugeliu atvejø
* Tarptautiniø þodþiø þodynas / sud. A. Bendorienë, V. Boguðienë, E. Dagytë [ir kt.]. 
Vilnius: Alma littera, 2003, p. 782.
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yra pateikti mokslo darbuose: V. Schoroðkienë (2001) iðtyrë kûrybiniø teksto
darbø átakà mokiniø kûrybiniø nuostatø kaitai, J. Ruðkus (2000) atskleidë
specialiojo pedagogo socialiniø nuostatø, pedagoginës sàveikos ir mokyklinës
socializacijos ryðá, J. Ðaèkutë (2003) nagrinëjo pilietiniø nuostatø ugdymo
procesà, E. Martiðauskienë (2003) analizavo paaugliø pasaulëþiûriniø nuostatø
reikðmingumà dvasiniam tapsmui, M. Barkauskaitës (2001) atlikti tyrimai
atskleidë paaugliø vertybiniø nuostatø ir ugdymo proceso kaitos neatitikimà.
Taèiau estetiniø nuostatø formavimàsi vizualiojoje aplinkoje pagrindþianèiø
analitiniø darbø kol kas trûksta. Nëra iðsamesniø tyrimø, atskleidþianèiø, kokie
vizualiosios aplinkos veiksniai yra reikðmingi koreguojant estetiniø nuostatø
visumà ugdymo procese, kokiomis sàlygomis vizualioji aplinka formuoja
mokiniø estetines nuostatas ir efektyviai veikia kaip edukacinis veiksnys.
Lietuvos bendrojo lavinimo mokyklos bendrosiose programose akcentuojama,
kad svarbiausiu meninio ugdymo tikslu tampa bendroji meninë ir estetinë
kompetencija, sudaranti sàlygas moksleiviui prasmingai reikðtis, realizuoti savo
kûrybinius polinkius, suvokti turtingà praeities bei dabarties meninës ir estetinës
raiðkos pasaulá, savarankiðkai, aktyviai ir veiksmingai dalyvauti visuomenës ir
kultûros gyvenime, menu ir groþiu turtinti savo gyvenimà (2002, p. 324). Todël
ugdymas negali bûti atsietas nuo aplinkos, taip pat ir vizualiosios aplinkos poveikio.
Svarbu vertinti ir asmens patirties veikti aplinkoje, ir aplinkos kaip veiksnio ypatybes.
Ðiø ypatybiø derinimas ir bûtø prielaida nagrinëti vizualiàjà aplinkà kaip mokiniø
estetiniø nuostatø formavimosi veiksná. Tai leistø ágyvendinti pagrindiná mokyklai
keliamà uþdaviná  formuoti moksleivio asmenybæ, jo estetines nuostatas, o per
jas  ir bazines ugdytiniø kompetencijas.
Tyrimo tikslas  atskleisti vizualiosios aplinkos reikðmingumà VIX
klasiø mokiniø estetiniø nuostatø formavimuisi.
Tyrimo objektas  VIX klasiø mokiniø estetinës nuostatos vizualiosios
aplinkos atþvilgiu.
Tyrimo hipotezë. Vizualioji aplinka yra efektyvus edukacinis mokiniø
estetiniø nuostatø formavimosi veiksnys, jeigu pedagoginëje ir kultûrinëje
veikloje atsiranda jos tikslingo koregavimo poreikis.
Tyrimo uþdaviniai:
1. Iðanalizuoti aktualias aplinkos estetikos teorijas, estetinio santykio su
vizualiàja aplinka ypatumus bei teoriðkai pagrásti mokiniø estetiniø
nuostatø formavimosi prielaidas.
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2. Suformuluoti vizualiosios aplinkos sampratà.
3. Pagrásti mokiniø estetinio santykio su vizualiàja aplinka aktualinimo
veiksnius.
4. Iðtirti mokiniø estetiniø nuostatø ypatumus.
5. Nustatyti mokiniø estetiniø nuostatø vizualiosios aplinkos atþvilgiu
átvirtinimo bûdus.
Ginamieji disertacijos teiginiai:
• Estetinës nuostatos formuojasi skatinant ir koreguojant (estetiniu
poþiûriu) santyká su vizualiosios aplinkos objektais.
• Vizualioji aplinka, kaip gamtinës ir sukurtosios aplinkos vienovës
pasireiðkimo forma, yra prielaida aktualinti santyká su vizualiosios
aplinkos objektais ir veikti estetines nuostatas.
• Aplinkà estetizuojanti veikla yra mokiniø estetiniø nuostatø átvirtinimo
ir koregavimo bûdas.
Disertacijoje taikomi tyrimo metodai:
1. Teoriniai: filosofinës (estetinës, etinës), psichologinës, pedagoginës
bei kitos darbo temai aktualios literatûros studijavimas, ðvietimo
sistemos dokumentø, vidurinës mokyklos metodinës literatûros,
interneto duomenø baziø sisteminë analizë, lyginimas, apibendrinimas.
2. Empiriniai: konstatuojamasis tyrimas (mokiniø anketinë apklausa
bei klausimynas), þvalgomasis tyrimas (mokytojø anketinë apklausa),
kokybinë bei kiekybinë gautø duomenø analizë.
3. Matematinës statistikos metodai: nominalinës bei ranginës skalës,
koreliacinë analizë, chi kvadrato kriterijaus taikymas, dviejø
dichotominiø kintamøjø sàryðio matai (kontingencijos koeficientas).
Tyrimo duomenys apdoroti kompiuterine programa SPSS (Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences).
Teorinis tyrimo pagrindas
Tyrimas organizuotas remiantis Lietuvos ðvietimo koncepcijos (1992)
nuostatomis, Lietuvos bendrojo lavinimo mokyklos bendrosiomis programomis
(2002). Siekiant atskleisti vizualiosios aplinkos reikðmingumà mokiniø estetiniø
nuostatø raidai remtasi kultûros filosofija, kuri kaip kultûros prieþastá ávardija
ugdymà, kuris transformuoja vaiko vidiná pasaulá, atskleidþia jam supanèio
pasaulio esmæ, skiepija dorovines, estetines vertybes, plëtoja pagrindines
kûrybines galias (A. Berleant, 1995, 1997; A. Gaiþutis, 2003, 1988; A. Haapala,
1999; J. Girnius, 1991; V. Matonis, 2002, 2000; A. Maceina, 1990), humanistine
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pedagogika, akcentuojanèia asmens kultûros ugdymo ir sociokultûrinës
integracijos vienovæ (V. Aramavièiûtë, 1985, 1995; M. Barkauskaitë, 2001;
B. Bitinas, 2004, G. Butkienë, A. Kepalaitë, 1996; L. Jovaiða, 2001, 1995;
E. Martiðauskienë, 2003), kognityvistiniu poþiûriu, pabrëþianèiu visiems
mokiniams tinkamà bendràjá estetiná ugdymà ir tuo praplëtusiu meninio ugdymo
sàvokà bei sukûrusiu prielaidas holistiniam ugdymui (R. Smith, 2000; J. Davis,
H. Gardner, 2000). Akcentuota reliacionistinë pozicija, grindþianti pozityvø
subjekto santyká su stebimais estetinio suvokimo objektais, kurie priklauso nuo
paþástanèiojo subjekto individualaus suvokimo bûdo bei sàlygø (H. Osbornas,
1989; J. Stolnitz, 1989; J. Hospers, 2001; D. E. Berlyne, 1971; S. Kaplan,
1995; A. Katalynas, 2003; J. L. Nasar, 1994, 1988; J. Lang, 1987). Remiantis
ðiø ir kitø autoriø idëjomis bei darbais, iðryðkëjo vizualiosios aplinkos edukacinis
reikðmingumas estetinio ugdymo tobulinimui.
Tyrimo rezultatø mokslinis naujumas, jø teorinis ir praktinis
reikðmingumas
Lietuvos ðvietimo pertvarkos dokumentuose akcentuojamas bendrosios
meninës ir estetinës kompetencijos ugdymas. Siekiant ðá tikslà ágyvendinti,
reikia ne tik gerinti estetinio ir meninio ugdymo procesà, bet ir tyrinëti estetiná
bei meniná ugdymà aktyvinanèius veiksnius. Vienas ið itin svarbiø estetinës ir
meninës kompetencijos ugdymo veiksniø yra mokiniø estetiniø nuostatø
formavimas ir formavimasis. Ði tyrimø sritis dar labai maþai iðtyrinëta.
Disertacinio tyrimo naujumà charakterizuoja ðie teiginiai: suformuluota
vizualiosios aplinkos, kaip gamtinës ir sukurtosios aplinkos vienovës
pasireiðkimo formos, samprata. Iðskirti pagrindiniai mokiniø estetiniø
nuostatø formavimosi veiksniai, atskleidþiantys vizualiosios aplinkos
reikðmingumà: a) santykis su vizualiosios aplinkos objektais; b) aplinkà
estetizuojanti veikla; c) meninis ugdymas. Aptarti estetiniø nuostatø
átvirtinimo ir koregavimo bûdai, aktualinantys estetiná santyká su aplinka:
meninio ugdymo procese sociokultûrinio aspekto akcentavimas, aplinkos
estetizavimo skatinimas, mokytojø ir mokiniø estetinës sàveikos vizualiosios
aplinkos kontekste optimizavimas. Tyrimo metu atskleisti estetiniø nuostatø
ypatumai, iðryðkinantys ðiø nuostatø plëtros galimybes. Tai pagrindþia
vizualiosios aplinkos, kaip reikðmingo edukacinio veiksnio, svarbà.
Ðis darbas iðryðkina problemos aspektus, kuriems nagrinëti reikalingi
nauji tyrimai (mokyklos aplinkos estetinio faktoriaus reikðmingumas
mokymosi motyvacijai, tarpasmeniniams santykiams, estetinio santykio su
aplinka ugdomasis reikðmingumas ekologiniam ugdymui ir kt.).
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Praktiniu aspektu tyrimas suponuoja galimybæ vertinti vizualiàjà aplinkà,
kaip gamtinës ir sukurtosios aplinkos visuminá reiðkiná, suvokti jos reikðmæ
estetiniø nuostatø atsiradimui bei jø plëtrai ugdymo procese. Pateikta
vizualiosios aplinkos samprata bei atskleistas estetinio santykio su ja turinys
padës ðvietimo politikams, vadovams, pedagogø rengimo bei kvalifikacijos
tobulinimo ástaigoms, mokytojams vertinti mokiniø estetines nuostatas
vizualiosios aplinkos atþvilgiu kaip edukacinæ priemonæ, skatinti estetinæ veiklà
aplinkoje, atitinkamai orientuojant meninio ugdymo procesà ir tobulinant
estetinio lavinimo mokykloje sistemà. Mokiniø estetinio santykio su aplinka
aktualinimas, sudarant sàlygas pastebëti ir estetiðkai iðgyventi gamtinæ ir
sukurtàjà aplinkà, puoselëti meninæ regà, yra svarbus siekiant praktinæ veiklà
susieti su artimiausios aplinkos pertvarkymu. Atskleistas mokyklø
vizualiosios aplinkos poveikis mokiniø vertybiniø nuostatø formavimuisi
reikalauja naujai ávertinti mokyklø pastatø bei aplinkos bûklæ.
Disertacijos struktûra ir apimtis. Darbà sudaro ávadas, dvi dalys,
iðvados, literatûros sàraðas ir priedai. Bendra apimtis  254859 spaudos
þenklai (135 puslapiai be priedø). Darbe pateikta 20 lenteliø, 23 paveikslai.
Panaudoti 204 literatûros ðaltiniai.
Iðvados
1. Estetinës, pedagoginës ir kitos mokslinës literatûros analizë atskleidë, kad
tiriant aplinkos átakà mokiniui tikslinga remtis vientisos asmenybës ir jos
kultûrinio akiraèio plëtotës metodologine nuostata, ávertinant ir objektyviàjà,
ir subjektyviàjà aplinkos reikðmæ. Aplinkos estetikos konceptø studijos
parodë, kad estetinio santykio atsiradimas tarp vizualiosios aplinkos objektø
ir suvokëjo priklauso nuo asmens estetinës patirties, intencijos ir paþintiniø
pastangø, lemianèiø vizualiosios aplinkos tapsmà estetines nuostatas
formuojanèiu veiksniu. Metodologiniø nuostatø poþiûriu aplinkos estetika
yra daugiamatis reiðkinys, nes þmogus yra ir gamtos dalis, ir gamtà
refleksuojantis bei pertvarkantis socialinis individas. Þmogaus sàveika su
gamtine aplinka (kuri gali bûti suvokiama ir estetiðkai, ir meniðkai) ir
sukurtàja aplinka (apimanèia visa, kas þmoniø pastatyta ar sutvarkyta)
formuoja platø jo nuostatø spektrà. Ðioje sàveikoje vizualioji aplinka bei
estetinis santykis su ja tampa savita aplinkos apraiðkos forma.
2. Empiriðkai iðtyrus mokiniø estetiniø nuostatø formavimosi veiksnius buvo
nustatyta, kad svarbus mokiniø estetinis santykis su aplinka, kurá ryðkiai
apibûdina vizualiosios aplinkos objektø iðskyrimas bei nuostatos jos
atþvilgiu. Taip pat paaiðkëjo, kad mokytojø estetinis santykis su aplinka
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yra itin svarbus mokiniø estetinio santykio su aplinka skatinimo veiksnys
bei humanistiniø vertybiø ðaltinis, turintis reikðmës koreguojant mokiniø
estetines nuostatas vizualiosios aplinkos atþvilgiu. Visa tai atskleidþia
bendrà mokyklos aplinkos poveiká mokiniø estetinëms nuostatoms.
Pasitvirtino, kad nuostata yra stabili ir vientisa sistema, iðreiðkianti asmens
santyká su aplinka ir paèiu savimi  juo stipresnë nuostata, juo ryðkesnë
jos raiðka þmogaus elgsenoje. Remiantis ðiuo poþiûriu atskleisti tipiðki
mokiniø estetinio santykio su aplinka ypatumai, pasireiðkiantys jos aktyvaus
perkûrimo, domëjimosi ja, prisiderinimo prie jos bei jos reikðmingumo
pripaþinimo poreikiu. Ðie poreikiai atskleidë praktinæ estetinio aktyvumo,
kuris aktualina mokiniø estetiná santyká su gamtine ir sukurtàja aplinka ir
konkretina estetines nuostatas vizualiosios aplinkos atþvilgiu, reikðmæ.
Empirinis tyrimas parodë, kad ugdymo procese ágyta meninës raiðkos
patirtis daro átakà mokiniø estetiniam santykiui su vizualiàja aplinka, o
meninë veikla padeda átvirtinti pozityvias estetines nuostatas. Estetinës
nuostatos pasireiðkia per poreiká paþinti ir keisti aplinkà, o kryptinga
gamtinæ ir sukurtàjà aplinkà estetizuojanti veikla yra estetiniø nuostatø
átvirtinimo bûdas. Tyrimas patvirtino hipotezæ, kad pedagoginëje ir
kultûrinëje veikloje atsiradus tikslingam vizualiosios aplinkos koregavimo
poreikiui ji pasidaro edukacinis mokiniø estetiniø nuostatø formavimosi
veiksnys. Kadangi vizualioji aplinka daþniausiai yra istorinë ir ðiuolaikinë
aplinka, tai ji veikia ne tik asmenybës, bet ir visuomenës ugdymà.
Vizualioji aplinka mokiniø estetines nuostatas veikia per: a) santyká su
vizualiosios aplinkos objektais; b) aplinkà estetizuojanèià veiklà; c) meniná
ugdymà. Mokiniø estetinës nuostatos gali bûti átvirtinamos ir
koreguojamos meninio ugdymo procese akcentuojant sociokultûriná
aspektà  tobulinant sociokultûrinës raiðkos patirtá, gebëjimus; skatinant
aplinkos (mokyklos, namø) estetizavimà, t. y. estetiná aplinkos perkûrimà;
optimizuojant mokytojø ir mokiniø estetinæ sàveikà vizualiosios aplinkos
kontekste. Ðis teorinis modelis yra aktualus tobulinant mokiniø estetines
nuostatas ir gali bûti pritaikytas ávairesnei (ne tik mokinio) aplinkai.
Mokiniø estetinës nuostatos yra santykinai stabilios, disponuojanèios
galia emociðkai átaigiai integruoti ávairius þmogaus veiklos ir aplinkos
egzistavimo aspektus, todël pedagogikos praktikoje jos galëtø bûti
kryptingai panaudojamos kaip dvasiniø, humanistiniø vertybiø supratimo
ir skleidimo ðaltinis. O pati aplinkos estetizavimo problema vertinama
kaip tarpdisciplininë, pasireiðkianti ne tik nuostatose, bet visame þmogaus
dvasios pasaulyje.
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